About Us
Here at GE Movers we pride ourselves on reliability
and dependability. We are aware that for most people,
moving can be a hectic and difficult experience, so
we are here to offer you the peace of mind you deserve.
We have grown to become one of UAE’s largest
moving companies. From our trained customer service
professionals to our efficient movers, we have had the
pleasure of providing thousands of satisfied customers
with professional moving services
GE Movers is a full service mover. We provide
professional quality moves at a reasonable price. Our
trained and experienced staff can move any office,
apartment, or home in a safe and efficient manner.
We offer a variety of services, from local and long
distance moves to same day and full service packing
moves. We can move home, Office, Furniture,
Electronics, Machinery things and other items that are too large or oddly shaped for the customer to handle
comfortably. We specialize in providing quality moves to all our customers. There is no job too big or too small for
us to handle. We are insured and licensed for your protection.

Our Mission
From the time you call our office to the time we deliver and
unpack your belongings you can rest assured you are in
good hands with us. Each and every one of our drivers goes
through an extensive training program to assure accuracy and
professionalism every time. On a quarterly basis, our drivers are
re-evaluated and introduced to new methods and skills to assure
that your move is being handled by experienced professionals.
GE Movers uses a single moving team per move. From the
first box packed to the last box delivered, your belongings
will be in the same experienced hands of the same GE Movers
team. This gives us the complete quality control over the entire
moving process.

Moving Services:
GE Movers - moving companies has designed a unique relocation process which meets the specific needs of each
move. In order to effectively and efficiently address your relocation needs from the day you decide to move to
the day your move is complete. Moving Forward Relocation movers takes pride in recommending and producing
service strategies and alternatives to make your move as pleasant and easy as possible, therefore reducing the
pressure involved in moving.
By using top quality professional
crews of movers, top
quality moving equipment, and
the best packing material in
the relocation market, Moving
Forward Relocation guarantees
higher standards, easier and
more successful moves, locally,
interstate, corporate or crosscountry,
while
maintaining
competitive rates and ensuring
leading service in every move we
perform.
Our commitment remains the
same as day our company was
founded, to provide the most
valuable and reliable moving
services possible and our goal is
to see it done.

Residential – Long Distance Move
We at Moving Forward Relocation specialize in Residential moves. Whether you are moving a your entire home,
apartment or just a bedroom we can help make your move as smooth as possible.
GE Movers is your custom long distance mover. We professionalize in Long Distance moves around the UAE. We all
know how important it is to have a reliable and professional company that you can trust with all your personal and
precious belongings. GE Movers can assure you that we will treat your possessions as if we were moving our own.
As your long distance mover, we will give you peace of mind, knowing that your possessions are in good hands.
Our experience as long distance movers assures you that we have the expertise you want to treat your possessions
as something special.
What is considered a Long Distance Move?
A long distance move is considered as a move out of state or even cross country. These moves are charged by the
volume of the move as well as the distance to be moved. Any additional services or requests will be handled by you
moving consultant.
Your standard moving insurance is included in the price. If you prefer to purchase additional insurance, it can be
secured on the day of the move. Just be sure to tell you representative before the move has begun.

Commercial Moves
Moving Forward Relocation is equipped for ever commercial
move. With a knowledgeable staff, state-of-the-art equipment
and advanced technology dedicated to serving businesses.
GE Movers are one of the areas fastest growing and most
respected providers of commercial moving services. Whether
you are moving a single office or an entire building, we have the
expertise and staff to accomplish the move in the least amount of
time, with as little disruption as possible to your productivity, at
the most competitive prices in the market. We pride ourselfs on
being on time and on budget!
At very competitive rates, GE Movers provide the most advanced
labor-saving techniques and experienced moving crews in the
business. Our range of moving services includes general office
furniture, libraries and file rooms, computer equipment, and
panel installation.
As business people, we understand that time is money.
Our goal is to effectuate your commercial move in the least time and the most cost efficient manner practicable.
We are available to move your offices 24 hours a day, seven days a week to suit your needs.

Storage Facilities
Our State-of-the-art storage facilities are equipped to accommodate to all of your storage requirements.
Because everyone has different storage needs, we have a
customized storage system which is meant to accommodate
any storage load, no matter how large or small. We are actually
able to serve your needs equally, whether you need a place to
store a few extra items or a whole houseful of furniture awaiting
your new home. We want your storage venture with us to be
worry and stress free.
We can store all or any of your belongings – from priceless
artwork to books, furniture, lawn furniture & equipment, tools,
clothes and the like.

Our facilities are temperature-controlled, fireproof and
secure.
All of your items can be valued at an amount that you define.
We can also handle your document storage needs with the
same efficiency and security

Storage FAQ:
Q: How quickly can my stuff be stored?
A: Immediately.
Q: Can I store anything?
A: No, Flammable liquids or combustible gases, perishable goods, illegal substances, or similar contraband are in
no circumstances allowed in our storage.
Q: How secure is the storage unit?
A: Storage units should be safe because there is a person on the premises during operating hours and there is
absolutely no access afterhours. But since the storage company is not responsible for your belongings, it is a
good idea to insure your unit at all times. Ask about our insurance options when you rent your unit.
Q: How long can I occupy my unit for?
A: You can stay as long as you want to. But, we have a payment policy that requires you to pay for a certain period
of time.

Moving Tips
• M
 ake a list of all the rooms that need to be packed a month or two ahead of time. Schedule 3-5 days per room -- that
way all the contents in each room will be packed together and you will avoid the last minute rush to throw everything
in boxes.
• S
 tart by getting rid of things you don›t want to move. Consider having a garage sale to get rid of items you no longer
need, or donate them to your favorite charity.
• S
 eparate each room into two zones: Items you can›t bear to part with but that you won›t need immediately in your
new home and items you›ll want to unpack and put away quickly in your new home.
• Label your boxes so that the movers will know where they go.
• Secure the bottom of every box properly with packing tape.
• P
 ack heavy items, such as books, in small boxes. Light items, like linens, can go in larger boxes. This way, your boxes
won›t be too heavy, and they›re less likely to break.
• P
 ack electronics, computers, and small appliances in their original boxes if possible. If you don›t have the original
boxes, place each item in a heavy plastic bag and double box it. Fill the boxes with packing peanuts.
• Label computer cables before disconnecting them to make assembly easier later on.
• K
 eep items you›ll want immediately -- first aid kits, paper plates and plastic utensils, your child›s favorite toys, a few
changes of clothing -- in a separate location. Pack them in suitcases or boxes clearly marked, «DO NOT MOVE.»
• Use wardrobe boxes for good clothing and draperies.
• P
 ack clothing as you wash it. Do a load and take it from the washer to the boxes. When you move all you have to do
is place the folded clothes in drawers and you won›t start with a pile of laundry.
• P
 ack dishes and glassware in plain newsprint. Use old towels as cushions in the box. Stand glassware up instead of
lying it down on its side.
• Remove or secure pendulums and chimes in grandfather clocks.
• D
 o not pack hazardous waste or flammable items such as gasoline or paint thinners. Dispose of them properly before
you move.
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Golden Emirates Movers
PB # 106732, Abu Dhabi - United Arab Emirates
Phone: 02- 6 429 429, Fax: 02- 44 55 142, Mobile: 050- 222 12 33 / 050- 699 06 57
www.gemovers.com, E-mail: contact@gemovers.com

